
UNIT TEST - 1

Class IX SCIENCE Time : 1 hr

Marks : 30

SET - A

SECTION - A - OBJECTIVE TYPE

I. Multiple Choice Questions

1. The speed-time graph of an object moving in a fixed direction is shown in figure. The

object 1

a) is at rest

b) moves with a constant speed

c) moves with a constant velocity

d) moves with a constant acceleration

2 The distance travelled by a freely falling body is proportional to the 1

a) mss of the body b) square of the time of fall

c) square of the acceleration due to gravity

d) time of all

3. Synthetic clothes are uncomfortable in summer because 1

a) they absorb kinetic energy from the air molecules

b) they do not let the sweat evaporate

c) they are highly porous d) they are very thick

4. The property to flow is unique in fluids. Which one of the following statements is

correct? 1

a) Only gases behave like fluids b) Gases and solids behave like fluids

c) Gases and liquids behave like fluids d) Only liquids are fluids

5. Which out of the following is not a function of vacuole? 1

a) Providing turgidity and rigidity to the cell

b) Waste excretion c) Storage d) Locomotion

II. Very Short Answer

6. What is called the difference between the final reading and the initial reading of the

odometer? 1

7. While plotting a distance-time graph, why we plot time on x-axis? 1

8. What information do you get about the nature of matter from the dissolution of sugar

in water? 1
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9. In an experiment for studying the effect of heating on ice, why do we use crushed ice?

1

10. What happens to egg, when it is kept in hydrochloric acid? 1

SECTION - B - SHORT ANSWER

11. When a bottle of scent is opened in one corner of a room, it immediately spreads

throughout the room. What property of matter is responsible for this observation?

Explain. 3

12. Both boiling and evaporation convert a liquid into vapours. What is the difference

between the two processes? 3

13. The velocity-time graph of a body is shown below. Find 3

a) Its uniform acceleration over each of

the intervals PQ, QR and RS.

b) The average speed over each of the

intervals.

c) The total distance moved in 10 seconds

14. Answer the following questions: 3

i) An object moves on a circular path of radius ‘R’. What will be the distance and

displacement when it completes half revolution?

ii) Give the name of physical quantity that corresponds to the rate of change of velocity

and write its SI unit.

iii) Why is the motion in a circle with constant speed called accelerated motion?

15. Differentiate between rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum. How is endoplasmic

reticulum important for membrane biogenesis? 3

OR

Describe the role played by the Lysosomes in a cell. Why these are termed as suicidal

bags? How do they perform their function?

SECTION - C - LONG ANSWER

16. Why is mitochondria called power house of the cell? Give three similarities and one

difference between mitochondria and plastid. 5

OR

a) Name the single-membrane cell organelle, which is specialised for carrying out

oxidative reactions and toxic removal. Name two places in human body where

the cells have high number of this organelle.

b) How does the process of cytokines is differ in plant and animal cell?

c) What is the function of centrosome? Which cell organelle performs the function

of centrosome in plant cell?
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UNIT TEST - 1

Class IX SCIENCE Time : 1 hr

Marks : 30

SET - B

SECTION - A - OBJECTIVE TYPE

I. Multiple Choice Questions

1. The velocity-time graph AB shoes that the body has 1

a) Uniform acceleration

b) Uniform speed

c) Uniform retardation

d) Initial velocity OA and is moving with

uniform retardation

2. The speed-time graph of an object moving in a fixed direction is shown in figure: The

object 1

a) is at rest

b) moves with fluctuating speed

c) moves with a constant speed

d) moves with a non-zero acceleration

3. The state of matter which consists of super energetic particles in the form of ionized

gases is called 1

a) gaseous state b) liquid state

c) bose-Einstein condensate d) plasma state

4. The gases exerts more pressure on the walls of the container because 1

a) Particles in gaseous state move randomly at high speed

b) Particles in gaseous state are tightly packed

c) Particles have low kinetic energy d) Particles have large mass

5. Biological membranes are mostly composed of: 1

a) Proteins and nucleic acid b) Fats and carbohydrates

c) Protein and fatty substances d) carbohydrates and nucleic acid

II. Very Short Answer

6. Can a body in motion have constant speed yet in the state of acceleration? Give an

example. 1

7. If a displacement-time graph is a curve whose slope continuously increases, does it

mean that the motion of the body is retarded? 1

8. Heat energy is needed to change a liquid into vapour. Give reason? 1

9. Why does our palm feel cold when a drop of acetone is put on it? 1

10. What is the main function of cytoplasm in a cell? 1

SECTION - B - SHORT ANSWER

11. a) The melting points of 2 substances A & B are 280K and 320K respectively. Are

these substances liquid at room temperature? Justify your answer. 3

b) Give an example that shows the state of matter can be changed into another

state by changing the temperature.
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12. Define the three forms of matter in terms of rigidity and compressibility. What are

these collectively known as? Compare their rigidity and compressibility. 3

13. Distance travelled by a train and time taken by it is shown in the following table. 3

Time Distance (in km)

10:00 AM 0

10:30 AM 25

10:40 AM 28

11:00 AM 40

11:15 AM 42

11:30 AM 50

i) What is the average speed of the train?

ii) When is the train travelling at the highest speed?

iii) At what distance does the train slow down?

14. The graph given below is the distance-time graph of an object. 3

i) Find the speed of the object during first

four seconds of its journey.

ii) How long was it stationary?

iii) Does it represent a real situation? Justify

your answer.

15. State in brief what happens when. 3

i) Dry apricot are left for sometime in pure water and later transferred to sugar

solution.

ii) Rheo leaves are boiled in water first and then a drop of sugar syrup is put on it.

iii) Golgi apparatus are removed from the cell.

OR

Give the chemical composition and function of plasma membrane and cell wall.

Differentiate between them.

SECTION - C - LONG ANSWER

16. a) Explain the structural components of nucleus. 5

b) Why is nucleus called the control centre of the cell?

c) What is difference in position of nucleus in plant and animal cell? Why is it so?

OR

a) Explain why chromosomes is one of the chief component of a nucleus.

b) Which two organelles of a cell contain their own genetic material? What will happen

if the organisation of a cell is destroyed due to some physical or chemical

influence?


